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Introduction 

• Housing densification and sprawling insert informal settlements into a 
dynamic of continuing isolation, which progressively turns mobility 
into a restricted privilege 

 

• How can green infrastructure address this trend? – How can 
environmental and mobility policies connect in informal settlements? 

 

• This study approaches green infrastructure that surround informal 
settlements as enabler (or disabler) of movement for people and 
objects.  

 



Theoretical Frameworks 

Theoretically grounded in the intersection of informal infrastructure, incrementalism 
and mobility 

 

• Informal infrastructures “are social and material infrastructures made through acts 
of displacement…” (McFarlane & Vasudevan, 2014, p. 258)  

• “cities constitute platforms for trajectories of incrementalism. Houses and limited 
infrastructure are added onto bit by bit… … embodies the capacity of residents to 
use what they have and what they are doing …reflect particular inter relationships 
with larger scale infrastructure and communication networks” (Simone, 2008, p. 28) 

• “…The concept of mobility entails… …possessing an inherent knowledge of the 
potential trips that are or were not made due to constraining factor(s) (social, 
cultural, technological, infrastructural, political, and financial)” Uteng (2009, p. 
1056) 



Case Study of Quito City 
World Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1978  - World 
Travel Awards’ Leading destination in South 
America  

Population of 2,8 million, 1 million use public transport 
daily, 30 thousand taxis (half of them 
irregular/unauthorised), 2 million private vehicles  



Methodology: Ethnographic  

This study leverages significantly on an ecological 
restoration programme led by the municipality of Quito 
intended for rehabilitating the ecological functionalities of 
ravines 



Context 

“…. I wish there were a slide that took us down the hill to main road in 
seconds. I really think it would be more effective, inexpensive and fun than 

riding the bus or cable cars down to the city…” (Resident of La Pulida)  

 

“… At least half the residents of this neighbourhood travel to the city 
everyday …” (Community leader of La Roldós)  

 

• For these dwellers, reaching opportunity spaces is a routinised 
practice that normally implies commuting far away by adding a 
combination of multiple and contested undersupplied means (walk, 
bus, informal transport in light trucks).  

 

 

 



How Is Informal Green Infrastructure for Mobility 
Produced? 

“…we, the indigenous people, know how to reach Quito, through the same 
trails and chaquiñanes through which we have walked for centuries and that 

are unknown by the government and its bureaucrats. They have never 
walked through them. For us, however, these are the everyday walkways…” 

(Radio interview to indigenous leader in Jan 2000, during the revolts that led 
to the President’s resignation)  

• Footpaths over ravines and slopes are spontaneously produced. Walking on 
them implies knowing where they take you, as frequently there is no 
possibility to see what is on the other side, because of either abundant 
vegetation or distance. The practices they support interweave with the 
continuous risk of landslides, flooding, and forest fires  

 



How Does Informal Green Infrastructure for Mobility 
Gain Scale? 

“…the chaquiñan connects to neighbouring settlements and to main road Occidental Avenue in 
roughly 25 minutes.  The experience differs depending on if it is a rainy or dry day. On a rainy day 

the steps and bridge get slippery, and chaquiñanes muddy…” (Resident of La Pulida) 



What challenges do the preservation of footpaths 
face? (What prompt them to disappear?)  

“…the municipality holds a great deal of responsibility because past 
administrations encouraged the filling of ravines for housing development, 

and the using of ravines as dumps… … the municipality purpose with this was 
to gain and retain land tenure for urbanisation, so on the one hand the filled 

ravines would become vacant land to be occupied by whomever willing to 
pay, and on the other, no vacant land for potential housing development 

would be used as dumps…” 

“…the practice of pushing availability of land, for both formal and informal 
housing, has always been profitable financially and politically in Quito…”  

 

• Informal settlements stretched largely by occupying ravines, which prompt 
the vanishing of chaquiñanes, and this translates into a course of 
progressive isolation  

 



Conclusion 

• Slopes and ravines in informal settlements of Quito constitute 
a green platform for informal infrastructure for mobility, 
which supports the agency of residents in making a living.  

 
• This type of infrastructure is incremental as suggested by 

(Simone, 2008, p. 28), since its features and usability 
gradually evolves as users put into it knowledge, labour, 
devices, and connectivity to other infrastructures. 
 

• The perpetuity of this type of infrastructure is vulnerable to 
the course of urbanisation, densification, and expansion of 
gated privatised spaces.  

 
• This study reveals the possibilities of connecting 

environmental to mobility policies, as well as overlooked 
functionalities of green infrastructure.  
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